The Silent War
Europe is in the middle of a battle for its future as the USA tightens its grip on the EU's
Ukraine gas supply.
Western Media Silence has allowed the US Warmongers to continue their agenda without
restraint.
The position of Ukraine, a failing state, is strategic because it borders Russia & it has
Europe's gas pipelines running through it.
According to respected journalist & documentary maker John Pilger (The War on
Democracy) the USA has fought wars in over 125 countries overthrowing 50 legitimate
governments.
It's crusade around the world now includes the imposition of "Trade Agreements" backed up
by threats of force.
These threats are often carried out by third party or black op Corporate Entities who work
outside of the law.
The current war in Ukraine came to grab public attention in Europe with the mass murder of
298 passengers & crew of Malaysian Airways Flight MH17.
The London main stream media immediately went into overdrive blaming Putin & the East
Ukraine opposition but only succeeded in exposing itself to ridicule.
As this incident came so close to the disappearance of the other Malaysian Airways plane &
passengers, Flight MH370, it became pretty obvious quite early on that all was not as we
were being told in the western main stream media.
Speculation on the internet listed over 20 discrepancies which pointed to the cover up of a
failed false flag black op by US/Kiev forces. Ref: http://goo.gl/QKbH08
The motivations behind this operation are also just speculation but they may include;
The US annoyance at being stopped by Putin & the EU from attacking Syria.
Putting a wedge between Europe & Russia who the US thought were getting too friendly.
The EU & the US are currently negotiating the TTIP trade agreement which will give US
corporation unrestricted access to the UK & Europe consumer base, resources & the hostile
takeover & to asset strip of the domestic economies. Ref: http://goo.gl/rKmnNZ
Starting a war with Russia as a prelude to a first strike nuclear attack.
To occupy Russia during the next attack on Syria.
Political observers are waiting to see how this plays out as one EU gas pipelines has already
been attacked & shut down leaving Europe & its industrial power house, Germany, perilously
supplied by the other remaining Ukraine gas supply.
Time will tell if this winter’s gas supply is interrupted by the USA in Ukraine & Germany's
Chancellor Merkel is forced to sign the TTIP trade agreement which some regard as a
Surrender Document.
Is the USA trying to take over the EU or is this The New World Order of Corporate Globalist
Bankers pursuing their mad World Domination Theory? Ref: http://goo.gl/0c54AY
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